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Soldier Students Bid Maine Farewell As ASTP Closes

This Saturday, December 1, the soldiers of the Army Specialized Training Program will bid the "happy hours and careless days" of the University a fond farewell before departing for various army camps over the country.

The ASTP was initiated by the American Management Institute in 1941, under the direction of Gen. John J. Pershing, to equip men for work in fields needed during the war emergency. The unit began here in the spring of 1943, under the direction of Col. Ben Stafford, who served until February. Last October the last of the ASTP officers was removed, and the unit was turned over to the Department of Military Science.

The training of these men was a job. While here at the U. of M. the basic physical training was given, under the heading of the civil and electrical, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, and the science camps, and of a variety of courses of study. In addition to 3 hours of physical training a day, the students spent 6 hours of military training.

During the training schedule those trainees who able-bodied male. In order to keep the cadres up to strength and the cadres filled, the cadres were filled in the female population. Some of these females questioned seemed happy to be leaving, since the training has been accomplished. These females were filled with the knowledge that they would make a valuable contribution to the war effort.

A well-kept list of books and papers on astrophysics were being sent to Japan for occupation purposes.
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Students Live a Rugged Life In Cabins On The Stillwater

One might imagine a character from movieland's "Northwest Mounted Police." White foam floated lazily on the surface of the dark Stillwater River this clear, sunny afternoon. Log cabins nestled delightfully in the shade of the trees on the river banks. We knocked at the door of one of the cabins. It was not an imaginary character, however; he was a familiar person—a student attending the University. He had a job at the MCA Building to take care of cabins.

He pointed to a huge log in front of the cabin. "We're going to light a fire for you first thing in the morning," he said. "It'll be a grand fire to start the day right." This log is a trunk of the log tree had to be cut down, and its size is what makes it possible for a campfire.

The fellows are having a telephone stayed in the corner by the bed. A small clock and a telephone are hanging from the wall. The bed is covered with a blanket, and the sheets are white. The room is simple, but it is comfortable. The fellows are happy to have a place to stay. They are living in the University Cabins now.
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Adios - Adieu - Aloha...

Good-bye and good luck to the members of the Army Specialized Training Unit 
#11451. It has been swell having you on campus these past three years, and it is with real regret that we say good-bye. We hope you have enjoyed your stay here as much as we have enjoyed having you. Thanks for joining our campus activities—the Masque, MOC, Glea Club, and all—you helped to make them bigger and better.

We have tried to make you feel at home here at the University and we hope that many of you will come back whenever you can. The welcome mat is always out.

Once again, good-bye and all the luck in the world. It's been swell knowing you!

Larry's straight at his front, but does he do the same as a Si

The Final Harvest...

They made of healthy bodies living shields,

For steel that found a final lodging place.

Only to drain the blood from form and face—

This is the dreadful thing their harvest yields!

Some loved to dance and lithely they stepped

Or had creative hands that fashioned life

From wood, from clay, from color rich and rite—

In all these wondrous things they were adept

And some had eyes, bright orbs to seek the truth.

They walk in darkness now and will forever

Because some man fell that was clever—

They form the vanished legions of our youth!

They made of healthy bodies living shields,

Shields that absorbed the heat of sword and fire

To lie discarded 'midst the blood and mire—

This is the dreadful thing their harvest yields!

This is the last time our Uncle Sam will call upon us to buy our savings bonds. Every hospital in our country, and abroad, that still houses a wounded service man is living testimony of our obligation. Let's do what we can white we can and do our bit to put this last great drive over the top!

—Clair H. Chamberlain
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Sports Spel

In the annual Girls' Hockey Rally will be held in the Memorial Gym on Wednesday, December 5, at 7:45 p.m. At this time members of the All-Maine Hockey Team and Reserve will be announced, and hockey awards, including numerals and letters, will be made.

The evening's program will consist of a Harris Schneider Educational Ski Movie and a discussion by Dick Willis and Bernice Bernard on ski equipment and fundamentals of skating. Chairman of the rally committee is Millicent Hoyt, Hockey Manager. She will be assisted by Ruth Hayes, Shirley Castor, and Anna Crousse. All women students are cordially invited to attend.

TENNIS GROUP

A tennis group has been organized and it now meets regularly on Thursdays. Members of the group are Martha Bond, Elaine Craig, Mary Bowdle, Barbara Gammell, Carolyn Fields, Marie Lemster, Monica Morrell, Martha Stansley, Eunice Melser, Anna Kilburn, Evelyn Foster, Phyllis McCrea, and Ruby Whelan. For further information write to Ruby Whelan.

Anders, Mr.

who only take naturally reading this into account, and the number of times the minority group reads it.

First regularly scheduled radio broadcast was a report of returns of the Harding-Cox presidential election.

The season opens with Rhode Island on January 10. This will be on the annual New England trip and it will not be until January 15 . . . get a chance to see the team in action. On this date they will meet the Bates Bobcats in their first State Series contest.

Opponent limits his reading to any one field.

Arlene Cleven and Eunice Hammond Nicholson, and Sylvia Peterson.

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CORP.

Blue Ribbon Bread and Mrs. Carter's Home Style Bread

3.95

DOUGHNUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES

45 Columbus St.

Bangor, Maine

Larry's last lindy

Larry's wilted collar and shiny shirt are heading him straight for the stag line—permanently. You are looking for his first and last partner.

Larry, a smooth dancer! Wear an Arrow, the shirt with the non-wilting collar and the Mitoga-fit which con-
Network radio broadcasting is no longer only a job for professionals. On November 12, four Eastern Pennsylvania colleges will join their student-run campus stations in a permanent IBS network. This direct link will transmit a continuous exchange of important lectures, debates, music, and sports between Swarthmore, Haverford, Bryn Mawr, and the University of Pennsylvania, all members of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. The IBS also includes campus stations at Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia, Brown, Williams, Union, Cornell, Bucknell, University of Virginia, Alabama, and Stephens.

Swarthmore will open the new regional college network with a four-hour program featuring the outstanding radio features to be aired during the coming fall months. Various college celebrities will participate.

The Intercollegiate Broadcasting System is a non-profit organization that allows all its members to participate in the programs broadcast by its members from its offices at 50 Fifth Avenue in New York. It offers complete technical and programming advice by mail, and personally through its field representatives. When the new college radio network meets the proper standards, it is offered membership to the organization.

The slow IBS expansion during the war years has now taken a sudden jump. With students and veterans moving back into the nation’s colleges, IBS has been swamped with requests for information and help in getting college campuses all over the country on the air.

**Campus Calendar**

**Thursday, November 29**
- Little Theatre, 8 p.m.
-弱点

**Friday, November 30**
-弱点

**Saturday, December 1**
-弱点

**Sunday, December 2**
-弱点

**Monday, December 3**
-弱点

**Tuesday, December 4**
-弱点

**Wednesday, December 5**
-弱点

**Notice**

**February 19**
-弱点
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**Correspondence**

**Subscription Department**
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